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x628. March :8. iLkMANO against MAXWELL, &C.

No &8.
ALEXAl pR DELM.ANNO had a tack of a feu set to him 'by John Maxwell,

whp e wife was- heretrix of the lapi, and had not consented to the tack, but had
conseted, after the setting of the tiack, to the alienation of the tenement to
iaotheF person. Alexander ax cppite inbikitioniispeks reduction of the infeft-
ment, in so far as it might, prejudge his tack, and 'sunmons, in this action, only-
Mr John Maxwell, setter of the tack, and the, persons to whom the said John,
with consent of his wife,, had analzied the land after the inhibition. It was al-
leged, That the wife of John Maxwell, who was heretrix of the land, and had
disponed the same, with warratidie, ilight to have been summoned. TX

LORDS found there was no necessity to summon her.
.dvchiuleskh MS. p. z 8 g

7,j. *~ ?r- 17. ScoT against LoGAN.

No Ig.
IN the reduction of a comprising, the heir of hinfrba whom thi land ra

eamprised, who wasalekid toanveratified the said coiisiag, needs not to be
summoned.-

ick,, MS. p. ISSO

62* fanuary 1o EARL of GALLowAY against N. GoRhow.%

No a*,,
IN & declarator of escheat. pursued-by the Earl' of -Galloway against'N. Gor-

don, there were two charges and denunciations produced upon one horning,
which the defender offered to improve; and likewise aIiked, He offered" to
prove that the time of the. charge, which. bore to be giveo at',his dwelling-place
in N. he was dwelling elsewhere, which last allegeaaW hocraved might be pre,
sently .discussed, or at least reserved to him particularyj Joreduce thereupon,
notwithstanding of the proponing of impioblation before. Tie-pvrsuer conteitd-
ed,,it should only be reserved prout dejur e yetthe LORss reserved it simplici-
ter, there being some of them who thought it might be taken in, boc loco, and
'discussed.
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